
  

ForeSoft Corporation    
A Steadfast Success Story

“A unique combination of secure cabinets, redundant  
uninterrupted electric power and fast reliable redundant  
bandwidth with 100% uptime.”

“We engineered our deployment ourselves, and Steadfast 
offered its facility for our access any time, day or night, 24/7. 
We are visiting our cabinets very rarely, thanks to the reliable 
infrastructure provided.”

 Val Karmazin, ForeSoft Co-Founder



  

The Foundation of a Strong Service Provider Partnership Entails 
Integrity, Trust, Reliability and a Fierce Commitment to Deliver  
Exemplary Service and Support.

The Steadfast Advantage 
ForeSoft Corporation

steadfast.net     |     sales@steadfast.net     |     312.602.2689  

About ForeSoft Corporation:   A privately-held Chicago-based company committed to building best 
web-based software products. ForeSoft has been in business since 2001 and have earned the trust 
of many different companies around the world. ForeSoft provides integrated online solutions for the 
most effective organizing, storing, quick sharing and functionality of data. 

 
ForeSoft product portfolio:   TeamDesk    |    CRMDesk    |    BUGtrack    |    dbFLEX

We make IT work, so you can take care of business. The Steadfast team stands out from the rest 
in support and solution delivery. We stay with you through all stages of design and deployment to 
maintenance and expansion planning. As an extension of your team, our goal is to ease technology 
constraints, making your life easier so you can Strengthen Your Focus on your core business.

Steadfast data center facilities have been built to meet the high demands and 
reliability of telecommunications providers and Fortune 500 companies and 
have achieved SSAE18 and SOC2 Type 2 audits. This provides TeamDesk with a 
world-class data center secure infrastructure that works as an integral part of 
TeamDesk customers’ comprehensive HIPAA plan. The SOC1 and SOC2 annual  
audit reports provided by Steadfast help to satisfy TeamDesk customers’  
security concerns.

Steadfast is strategically located right on the internet backbones  
cross-connects. The data center offers complete redundancy in power, HVAC, 
network connectivity and security. The data center facility sits atop multiple 
power grids driven by ComEd, with full UPS battery backup power and diesel 
generators onsite. The network is supplied by several separate networks and 
backbone providers available in the building via cross-connect. This world-
class data center provides fiber over redundant paths, with diverse entry 
points. Chicago also has an extremely low occurrence of natural disasters such 
as hurricanes, tornadoes, floods and earthquakes compared to most States, 
meaning there is a reduced risk of outages due to natural disasters.

Conducting our survey and insight for this study lead us to the most  
outstanding commentary from our valuable partner, ForeSoft Corporation. We 
could have edited and adjusted the following feedback, but we feel the  
direct response from Val Karmazin, ForeSoft Co-Founder, stands alone.

Val Karmazin on ForeSoft’s experience with Steadfast

During two decades of our company growth, we always tried to select our long-
term business partners very carefully and thoughtfully. Whenever we realized 
that our choice was wrong, we tried to keep our search up until we found a 
partner that not only perfectly fits into our business process, but also shares 
the same honest approach to business relations with customers. One of the 
key factors of our company success is that all the partners we have selected to 
work with, not only commit to the highest quality service but to an honest and 
straightforward business relations with their customers as well.

Being with Steadfast for over a decade, I would admit that Steadfast is one of 
our most valuable partners. Steadfast’s extremely reliable and secure  
infrastructure ensures 100% uptime and high responsiveness of our  
mission critical TeamDesk™ database platform. Thanks to an extremely reliable 
and high-quality service provided by Steadfast, our TeamDesk platform  
reliability is named the highest among Enterprise-level competitors, such as 
QuickBase™ and others.

We are glad we found Steadfast and we appreciate 
Steadfast for allocating resources to accommodate us.


